Abstract-Mobile social networks (MSNs) are a kind of delay tolerant network that consists of lots of mobile nodes with social characteristics. Recently, many social-aware algorithms have been proposed to address routing problems in MSNs. However, these algorithms tend to forward messages to the nodes with locally optimal social characteristics, and thus cannot achieve the optimal performance. In this paper, we propose a distributed optimal Community-Aware Opportunistic Routing (CAOR) algorithm. Our main contributions are that we propose a home-aware community model, whereby we turn an MSN into a network that only includes community homes. We prove that, in the network of community homes, we can still compute the minimum expected delivery delays of nodes through a reverse Dijkstra algorithm and achieve the optimal opportunistic routing performance. Since the number of communities is far less than the number of nodes in magnitude, the computational cost and maintenance cost of contact information are greatly reduced. We demonstrate how our algorithm significantly outperforms the previous ones through extensive simulations, based on a real MSN trace and a synthetic MSN trace.
INTRODUCTION
M OBILE social networks (MSNs) are a special kind of delay tolerant network (DTN), in which mobile users move around and communicate with each other via their carried short-distance wireless communication devices. Typical MSNs include pocket switch networks, mobile vehicular networks, mobile sensor networks, etc. [1] . As more users exploit portable short-distance wireless communication devices (such as smart phones, iPads, mobile PCs, and sensors in vehicles) to contact and share data between each other in a cheap way, MSNs attract more attention. Since MSNs experience intermittent connectivity incurred by the mobility of users, routing is a mainly concerning and challenging problem.
Recently, some social-aware routing algorithms that are based on social network analysis have been proposed, such as Bubble Rap [2] , SimBet [3] , and algorithms in [4] - [7] , etc. Two key concepts in social network analysis are: (i) community, which is a group of people with social relations; (ii) centrality, which indicates the social relations between a node and other nodes in a community. Based on the two concepts, these algorithms detect the communities and compute the centrality value for each node. Messages are delivered via the nodes with good centralities. Since social relations of mobile users generally have long-term characteristics and are less volatile than node mobility, social-aware algorithms outperform traditional DTN algorithms, such as flooding-based algorithms [8] , [9] and probability-based algorithms [10] - [14] . Despite this, these algorithms tend to forward messages to the nodes with locally best centralities.
In this paper, we focus on the single-copy routing problem in MSNs. In many real MSNs, mobile users that have a common interest generally will visit some (real or virtual) location that is related to this interest. For instance in Fig. 1 , students with a common study interest will visit the same classrooms to take part in the same courses; customers with the same shopping interests often visit the same shops; friends generally share some resources through facebook, and so on. Based on this basic social characteristic, we propose a homeaware community model. Mobile users with a common interest autonomously form a community, in which the frequently visited location is their common "home." Moreover, like [1] , we assume that each home supports a real or virtual throwbox [15] , a local device that can temporarily store and transmit messages.
Under the home-aware community model, we propose a distributed optimal Community-Aware Opportunistic Routing algorithm (CAOR). We first turn the routing between lots of nodes to the routing between a few community homes. Then, we adopt the optimal opportunistic routing scheme by maintaining an optimal relay set for each home. Each home only forwards its message to the node in its optimal relay set, and ignores other relays. Since this scheme solves the problem of whether a home should select a visited node as the relay of message delivery or ignore this visited node to wait for those better relays, it can achieve the optimal performance. More specifically, our major contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We present a home-aware community model and extend the centrality concept from a single node to a group of nodes. Unlike existing community models, each community home in our model is assumed to have a throwbox to store and transmit messages. 2. We present a rule of optimal opportunistic routing through a theoretical analysis. We design a reverse Dijkstra algorithm to determine the optimal relays and compute the minimum expected delivery delay. Based on this, the CAOR algorithm can achieve the optimal opportunistic routing performance. 3. We turn the routing in mobile nodes into a routing in ( ) community homes by virtue of the homeaware community model. Moreover, we prove that the simplification will not sacrifice the routing performance. As a result, the network scale and the maintaining costs are reduced significantly. 4 . We first design the CAOR algorithm for the case that each home has a real throwbox. Then, we extend it to the case of virtual throwbox by letting the members of a community with high centralities act as the home of this community. Simulation results show that it can achieve a nearly optimal performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the network model in Section 2. Section 3 is the social network model. The overview, detailed implementation, and extension of CAOR are presented in Sections 4, 5, and 6, respectively. In Section 7, we evaluate the performance of our algorithms through extensive simulations. After reviewing related work in Section 8, we conclude the paper in Section 9. All proofs are presented in the Appendix.
NETWORK MODEL & ASSUMPTIONS
We consider an MSN composed of nodes moving among locations ( ). Each mobile node visits a few locations frequently, while visiting the others rarely. A typical MSN is the Wi-Fi campus network at Dartmouth College [16] . In this network, over 6,000 different users (i.e., students and faculty equipped with devices such as PDAs, laptops, and phones) move among about 500 recorded access points (APs) installed in over 190 buildings, including the college's academic buildings, the library, and the student residences, etc. Moreover, previous works observed that 50% of mobile users in this network spent 74.0% of their time at a single AP to show the characteristic of frequently visiting a few locations [17] . Another MSN that follows this characteristic is the mobile vehicular network, in which lots of buses and taxies move among bus stations and taxi stops.
In this paper, we call the frequently visited locations homes. Like in the previous work, we assume that the behavior of each mobile node visiting homes follows the Poisson process. In other words, the time interval that each node visits a home follows an exponential distribution (the unit of time is time slot). This is consistent with most real traces. Many previous works, such as [5] , [14] , also make a similar assumption. Moreover, if a node stays at a home for a long time during each visit, it will be approximately treated as that the node visits the home multiple times, and stays for a unit time during each visit. Besides, message transmissions happen only when nodes visit homes. Here, we assume that the occasional meeting outside of the homes cannot provide the message transmission, due to limited meeting time.
We also assume that each home has a "throwbox" [15] , which has the ability to store and transmit messages. In fact, many MSNs follow this assumption. For instance, the Road Side Units (RSUs) in mobile vehicular networks are a kind of real throwboxes. The APs in the Wi-Fi campus network can also be seen as a type of real throwboxes since each user can upload/download data from network storages via these APs. For other MSNs without real throwboxes, we let the nodes that frequently visit or reside in a home act as the virtual throwboxes of this home. In the following, we first consider the case of real throwbox. And then, we extend our solution to the case of virtual throwbox in Section 6. In addition, we assume that there are no stable wired links between these throwboxes, especially for those virtual throwboxes. In fact, if there is a wired link between two throwboxes and the cost of message delivery between them is negligible, we can combine them as one throwbox.
Based on the above descriptions, we assume that each node only visits a few homes most of the time, and the interval of 's visit home follows the exponential distribution with the parameter . Then, our objective is to design a single-copy routing algorithm with the minimum expected delivery delay. For ease of presentation, we list the main auxiliary variables in Table 1 .
SOCIAL NETWORK MODELING
Before presenting our algorithm, we build the community and define two social metrics in this section. 
Building Home-Aware Communities
In this paper, we propose a concept of home-aware community. A home-aware community is a community of nodes that frequently visit a given home. The frequently visited home is the common home of the community members, i.e., the community home. Moreover, if a node visits several homes frequently, it can belong to multiple communities and have multiple homes. Concretely, we define the community as follows: Definition 1. Home-Aware Community: a home-aware community is a set of nodes that frequently visit home (beyond a given threshold). That is:
Moreover, home is equipped with a real or virtual throwbox, so that it can be used as a relay of message delivery. Based on the definition, each community has a star topology where its home is the center. The whole network is composed of some overlapped star-topology communities, as shown in Fig. 2 . A community can easily be detected. Each node only needs to estimate the parameter for each home , based on the history records. Then, it can find the communities that it belongs to according to Definition 1. Moreover, if a node belongs to a community, it means that the node frequently visits the community home due to some interest. Each community exactly contains a group of nodes that have the common interest to the community home.
Centrality Metric
In an MSN, the centrality metric is generally used to measure the importance of nodes during message delivery. A node with a better centrality value means that it has a stronger capability of connecting with other nodes. Previous works mainly adopt three centrality measures: degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality [3] . Degree centrality is measured as the number of direct links between a given node and other nodes. Closeness centrality is a measure of how long it will take to deliver a message from a given node to other nodes. Betweenness centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on the paths linking other nodes. In this paper, we model the whole network into some overlapped star-topology communities. The message delivery thus can be turned into the delivery within and/or between these communities. Accordingly, we only present an intra-community centrality metric and an inter-community betweenness metric for nodes, to measure their importance in the message delivery within and between these communities, respectively.
Intra-Community Centrality
In intra-community routing, the most concern is measuring the capability of each community member to meet and deliver messages to other members. Since intra-community message deliveries happen only when nodes visit community homes, the smaller the expected delay to visit a community home, the higher capability to deliver messages a community member would have. In fact, the expected delay for a node to visit a community home , denoted by , can be simply derived from the parameter . That is, . Therefore, we can directly use this value to measure the intra-community centrality of the node to the community. Definition 2. Intra-Community Centrality.
is the reciprocal of the expected delay for node visiting a community home , i.e., . According to Definition 2, the node with the largest intracommunity centrality in a community has the best capability to deliver messages. In our extension (Section 6), we will use such nodes to act as virtual throwboxes in the communities.
Inter-Community Betweenness
In this paper, we adopt the opportunistic routing scheme, in which multiple nodes cooperatively deliver messages. It can be defined as follows.
Definition 3. Opportunistic Routing. Each message sender (home or node) has a relay set (homes or nodes). Once a relay in the set meets the message sender, the sender will let this relay deliver messages. In other words, the first relay in the set to meet the message sender will act as the real relay. This dynamical routing scheme is more general than the routing based on a single fixed relay. Based on this scheme, we extend the concept of betweenness from a single node to a node set. Concretely, we define the inter-community betweenness to measure the ability of a node set to be taken as a communication bridge between communities. Moreover, we use the delivery delay to evaluate the inter-community betweenness of a set of nodes. is the expected delivery delay that it takes for a relay set ( ) to cooperatively deliver messages from community home to . The smaller the , the better the delivery ability of will be. According to the opportunistic routing scheme, a node in the relay set acts as the real relay only when it is the first node in the set to meet the message sender, as shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, we can compute the inter-community betweenness of a given node set by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For two overlapped communities ,
and an arbitrary relay set ( ), we have: Proof. See Appendix A. ◽ In Eq. (2), the first part actually indicates the expected delay that the first node in visits , and the second part is the average delay of the nodes when forwards a message to . For simplicity, we can see the whole set as one entity, and treat it just as a virtual node , whose parameter is and the average delivery delay to is , as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the betweenness values of the virtual node is the same as that of the original relay set, i.e., .
For an arbitrary pair of overlapped communities and , there are different relay sets. There must be a relay set that has the smallest betweenness. We define this set as the optimal betweenness set.
is the relay set with the smallest betweenness for the message delivery from community home to . Concretely, In Section 5, we present an algorithm (Algorithm 1) to determine the optimal betweenness set for each pair of overlapped communities. These optimal betweenness sets will be used to deliver messages by CAOR.
OVERVIEW OF CAOR
In this section, we introduce the methodology and basic idea of CAOR. Here, we assume that the source (and relays) knows which communities that the destination belongs to. That is, the message consists of the source, the destination information, and the data to be delivered. This assumption is reasonable because the source generally knows some basic information about the destination in most message delivery tasks. In fact, the source has many ways to know the basic information of the destination. For example, the destination can broadcast this information to all community homes, or a naming service is used to distribute this information, etc. A similar assumption is also adopted in previous work [5] .
Methodology: Optimal Opportunistic Routing
The optimal opportunistic routing scheme means that each message sender delivers messages via its optimal relay set (i.e., delivers messages via the first encountered relay in this set). The key problem is to determine whether a relay belongs to the optimal relay set for each message sender.
To this end, we derive an optimal opportunistic routing rule. Without loss of generality, we consider an opportunistic routing from a message sender to the destination via some candidate relays > . Here, the message sender might be a mobile node or a home. Each is a one-hop relay of , i.e., > , but it does not must be a one-hop relay of the destination. The optimal relay set, denoted by , is given by the following formula:
is the expected delay for delivering messages to via the relay set . Moreover, for simplicity, we let Then, the optimal opportunistic routing rule is presented as follows.
Theorem 2. Optimal Opportunistic Routing Rule: the message sender always delivers messages to the encountered relay that has a smaller minimum expected delay to the destination than itself. Concretely, a relay belongs to the optimal relay set for the delivery from to , if and only if, < , i.e.:
< Proof. See Appendix B. ◽ According to Theorem 2, we only need to compute and compare the minimum expected delivery delays from the message sender and the relay to the destination. Then, we can determine whether the relay belongs to the optimal relay set of the sender.
The Basic Idea
The CAOR algorithm consists of two phases: the initialization phase and the routing phase. The initialization phase simplifies the network with nodes to the network with community homes through the social network modeling. Then, under the simplified network, the routing phase delivers messages based on the optimal opportunistic routing rule. Based on the social network modeling and the optimal opportunistic routing rule, CAOR can achieve the optimal performance with a small cost. More specifically, the basic idea of CAOR is presented as follows.
The Initialization Phase
In the initialization phase, each community home collects the optimal betweenness set of each pair of community homes and uses these information to locally construct a contact graph of these homes.
First, each community home determines the optimal betweenness sets for the message deliveries from itself to other community homes. Given the parameters and for each node in community and another overlapped community , i.e., , the optimal betweenness set can be determined through a greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Section 5). Only the nodes in optimal betweenness sets will be used to deliver messages.
Second, home treats the whole optimal betweenness set as a virtual node, and builds a virtual link for the message delivery from to via . Moreover, this link is attached with a weight , as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The time interval that the virtual link emerges follows the exponential distribution with the parameter . The expected delivery delay via the virtual link is (i.e., the delay for the optimal betweenness set to forward the messages to home ). Moreover, the weight satisfy:
Finally, home sends the link weight to, and receives link weights from, other homes. Based on these link weights, home constructs a direct weighted graph , where , as shown in Fig. 4 (b). In addition, when the link weight changes by more than a threshold along with the time eclipse, home also will send the updated weight to other homes.
The Routing Phase
The routing phase computes the minimum expected delivery delays and makes the routing decision based on the optimal opportunistic routing rule when a node visits a community home .
First, node gets the direct weighted graph from home , and extends this graph to by adding the destination and itself. For simplicity, we treat and as two virtual homes, i.e., ( ) and . Moreover, we let , and . Second, in the extended graph , home (i.e., node ) computes the minimum expected delivery delays and through a reverse Dijkstra algorithm (Algorithm 3 in Section 5). The basic idea is to compute the minimum expected delivery delays from homes or nodes in to the destination in an ascending order. Without loss of generality, we assume that , and the minimum expected delivery delays for each home in set (i.e., ) have been calculated, as shown in Fig. 5 . Then, we compute the expected delay from each home to home via , according to the following formula 1 .
Assume that is the smallest when . Then, this delay is exactly the minimum expected delivery delay of . In the same way, can be iteratively derived.
Finally, home (i.e., node ) compares and and lets the one with a smaller delay value receive the message.
Optimality of CAOR
First, we show that CAOR can achieve the minimum expected delivery delay in the simplified network. As the description in Section 4.2, CAOR uses a reverse Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the minimum expected delivery delay from each home to the destination in the extended graph . The minimum expected delivery delays will be derived in an ascending order. When we compute the ( )-th minimum expected delivery delay, the delays smaller than this one have been derived out. According to the optimal opportunistic routing rule in Theorem 2, only these homes can be candidate relays of the home with the ( )-th minimum expected delivery delay. Thus, Eq. (9) can correctly derive the minimum expected delivery delays of all homes to the destination.
Second, we can get that the minimum expected delivery delays that are derived in the simplified network are equal to the corresponding values in the original network. In fact, this is ensured by the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Assume that community has overlapped communities . Then, the optimal relay set of home , and the optimal betweenness sets ( ) satisfy:
, otherwise for .
Proof. See Appendix C. ◽ Theorem 3 shows that either all nodes in the optimal betweenness set , or none of them, belong to the optimal relay set ; furthermore, if a node does not belong to any optimal betweenness set, it also does not belong to the optimal relay set. This means that the simplified network still contains all the nodes that belong to the optimal relay sets, and that the each optimal betweenness set can act as a relay as a whole. Thus, the minimum expected delivery delays that are derived in the simplified network are equal to the results in the original network.
Based on the above analysis and the optimal opportunistic routing rule in Theorem 2, we can straightforwardly get the optimality of CAOR. That is, Corollary 1. CAOR can achieve the minimum expected delivery delay.
Discussion: Overhead of CAOR
CAOR makes the routing decision on a simplified network.
The simplification process has two advantages. 1. is the probability density for the message delivery via ;
is the expected delay for the optimal betweenness set of and to forward the message to plus the expected delay from to .
On the one hand, the network with edges is turned into a network with edges. The computation, storage and communication costs are significantly reduced, since (e.g., the of the real MSN trace used by our evaluation in Section 7 is about 10,000).
On the other hand, the edge weights of a simplified network only depend on the optimal betweenness sets. The behavior of the nodes outside optimal betweenness sets would not result in the update of edge weights. In general, each optimal betweenness set only includes several nodes that frequently visit the community homes. The occasional visit behavior would not result in an update of the edge weights. In fact, these frequent visit behaviors indicate the potential social relationships between communities, which show long-term characteristics. For example, the dependency between an educational course community and a research community in a campus social network is a long-term social characteristic; students in a research community would periodically take part in corresponding fundamental courses; this even would not be violated by the enrollment of new students and the graduation of old students. The relationship between departments in a company or institution is also a long-term social characteristic, which would not be violated by employment variation, and so on. Thus, the updating and management costs of the shared network information are also significantly reduced.
These two advantages make CAOR able to achieve the optimal performance with a small cost, which is very important to real MSNs.
DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION OF CAOR
This section introduces the detailed implementation of CAOR, including the initialization phase and the routing phase. The first phase simplifies the network (Algorithm 2), and the second phase computes the minimum expected delivery delay (Algorithm 3) and makes the routing decision (Algorithm 4). Both of the phases are implemented in the distributed way.
Initialization Phase
The key of the initialization phase is to determine the optimal betweenness sets for each pair of communities. To this end, we introduce a theorem, by which these optimal betweenness sets can be efficiently derived out.
In previous work [14] , Conan et al. exploit the fixed point technique to design an efficient algorithm, which can be used to determine the optimal betweenness set . In fact, the results, including a property and the corresponding algorithm, also can be derived from our optimal opportunistic routing rule in Theorem 2. For the integrity of this paper, we introduce them here, as shown in Corollary 2 and Algorithm 1. Proof. See Appendix D. ◽
The algorithm to determine , based on Corollary 2, is greedy. The basic idea [14] is to add nodes into in turn, to extend the relay set until the corresponding delivery delay increases; then, end the extending operation and get . Concretely, is initialized in step 1, and is extended in step 3.
Step 4 computes the minimum expected delay according to Eq. (2). The correctness of this algorithm is provided by Corollary 2. The first property of the theorem ensures the correctness of the initialization of , the second property ensures the correctness of the extended , and the third property ensures the correctness of ending the extending operation. The computational overhead of this algorithm is . 7: return and corresponding ; Fig. 6 shows an example of greedily determining the optimal betweenness set. There are three relays for message delivery from to , as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The optimal betweenness set is determined by adding nodes into in turn, and finding the minimum . When , the expected delay is 12. When node is added into , the expected delay decreases to be 15/2. However, after node is added into , the expected delay increases to become 55/7, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Then, the optimal relay set . Note that the optimal relay for single path routing might not be the optimal relay for opportunistic routing. In this example, though node is the best relay for the single path delivery from to , it does not belong to . Now, we present the implementation of the initialization phase by Algorithm 2. Each community home first collects the parameters of its community members in Step 1. Then, the home exploits Algorithm 1 to determine the optimal betweenness sets for the message deliveries from itself to other community homes in Step 2. In Step 3, the home produces the virtual links for these deliveries and sends the corresponding weights to other community homes. Next, the home receives the link weights of other pairwise community homes to locally construct the contact graph of homes in Steps 4 and 5. Note that the algorithm is a distributed one. The correctness is provided by Corollary 2. The computational overhead is dominated by the cost of determining the optimal betweenness sets in Step 2.
Algorithm 1 Determine optimal betweenness set

Algorithm 2 CAOR: initialization
Ensure
, where
For each community home do 
Routing Phase
The routing phase extends the graph, uses the reverse Dijkstra algorithm to compute the minimum expected delays for each home in the extended graph, and then makes the routing decision. The reverse Dijkstra algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. Steps 1 and 2 are the initialization. In each round, i.e., Steps 4-9, the minimum expected delivery delay of a home is determined. An example is shown in Fig. 7 . The correctness is provided by Eq. (9) and the optimal opportunistic routing rule. The computational overhead is . The routing decision of CAOR is shown in Algorithm 4. When a node visits a community home , it first construct the extended contact graph of homes in Step 4 by adding and into the graph , which is generated by home in the initialization phase. Then, node uses Algorithm 3 to compute the minimum expected delivery delays and in Step 5. The routing decision is made in Steps 6-9. The computational overhead of this algorithm is dominated by the execution of Algorithm 3 in Step 5. Moreover, the rule of optimal opportunistic routing ensures that this algorithm can achieve the minimum expected delay for each message delivery.
Algorithm 3 Compute minimum expected delay
Require
, , 
EXTENSION
In this section, we extend the CAOR algorithm to the case that community homes have no ability to store messages. Generally, there are many nodes that reside in these homes of very high probabilities, according to the real traces of MSNs. We thus can use these nodes to act as the message relays, i.e., virtual throwboxes, for this case. For simplicity, we assume that the average residual time of each node for each visit is . Here, the residual time also means that if the time interval of two nodes that are visiting the same home is no more than , then they can exchange messages. Under this model, we can compute the residual probability of a node visiting a home , denoted by , by the following formula:
In this formula, is the probability that visits for times. Note that is actually the visit frequency of node to the community home in a unit time, and is the stay time of each visit. Thus, we always have . Moreover, Fig. 7 . An example of iteratively computing minimum expected delays: in each round, the minimum expected delay of a home is determined according to Eq. (9) ( , ).
the direct delivery delay of two community members, and , satisfy the following formula:
Here, it should be stated that even though the average residual time is assumed to be the same for the sake of simplicity, the formulas are still correct if they are different.
Algorithm 4 CAOR: routing
For each node do 1: if visits a community home then
2:
for each message of and , do Compared to the case where the community homes have storage abilities, the probability parameter for node visiting the home becomes from . It is multiplied by a coefficient that is near to 1. Thus, after replacing the in the CAOR algorithm by , the algorithm can still achieve a nearly optimal performance.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of the CAOR algorithm using the MSN trace from the Wi-Fi campus network of Dartmouth College [16] . Since the other widely used MSN traces, such as the Infocom trace and the UMassDieselNet trace, have not provided the location information, we also extend the evaluation to a synthetic trace based on a Time-variant Community Model [18] . We compare the CAOR algorithm with the existing social-aware algorithms: SimBet [3] and Bubble rap [2] . Three performance metrics commonly used are examined: delivery ratio, delivery delay and delivery hops. Simulation results demonstrate that the CAOR algorithm can significantly improve MSN routing performance.
Algorithms in Comparison
SimBet [3] is an MSN routing algorithm that is based on small world dynamics. In this algorithm, a novel metric, SimBet Utility, composed with betweenness and similarity, is proposed; the ego network analysis technique is used to estimate the values of the betweenness centrality metric and the similarity metric for each node, based on local information. When some nodes encounter each other, the algorithm lets the node with the maximum utility value deliver messages.
Bubble rap [2] is an MSN routing algorithm based on -clique community detection. This algorithm uses the weighted network analysis technique to detect the -clique community, and computes centrality ranks for each node. Messages are forwarded (bubble) up along the hierarchical tree using the global rank, and then bubble up by using the local rank when they reach nodes that are in the same community as the destinations.
CAOR ( ) is the extended version of CAOR, where means that each community has a node with a residual probability of 0.9. Here, we only let for simplicity. In fact, we get similar simulation results for other residual probabilities.
Simulations on the Real Trace
We adopt the real experimental trace of the Wi-Fi campus network in Dartmouth College [16] in our simulations, since it is one of the most extensive and widely exploited data traces. This trace includes 507 valid APs and uses 6,022 log files to list the records for each node's visit to the APs from 2001-2003. Due to the limit of our PC memory and computation ability, we randomly select partial mobile nodes and APs from the trace to construct an MSN, while ensuring adequate connectivity of the network. Concretely, the network is built as follows.
1. We first derive the number of related nodes for each AP from the trace, and randomly select an AP with enough related nodes as the seed AP, denoted by . Here, a node is said to be related to an AP if there are records about its visit to this AP in the trace. In addition, we use to denote the set of related nodes of AP . 2. Secondly, we assume that have been determined, and then we determine the -th AP. We randomly select an AP from the remaining APs, and compute for each . If there exists a to make > , we consider this AP be very close to , and then we drop it and reselect a new AP. If < for all , we consider this AP to not have enough connectivity to other APs, and thus we drop it and select a new AP. We repeatedly select APs and test the conditions until a suitable AP is found, and then let it be . If an AP that satisfies the conditions cannot be found, then we return and restart from step (1). 3. We repeat step (2) until . If > , we randomly remove some nodes to make . Then, we get , and . Finally, we compute the parameter for each node's visit to each AP, according to the trace. After building the MSN, we conduct the simulations by generating 10,000 messages for randomly selected source nodes, and by executing the above-mentioned algorithms to forward these messages to their destinations, while recording the delivery delay, delivery ratio, and delivery hops. Moreover, we give each message a time-to-live (TTL) value. Messages would be dropped if their TTLs are exhausted. For the fairness of comparison, we set the delays of failed message deliveries as the maximum delay value, i.e., TTL, though their delivery hops might be very small.
In simulations on evaluating the delivery ratio, we set the number of nodes to , 600, 800, 10,00, 1,200, and 1,400, respectively. The TTLs are set from 1 week to 10 weeks. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 8(a)-(f) . In simulations on evaluating the average delivery delay and average delivery hops, the TTL is 20 weeks. The results are shown in Fig. 8(g)-(h) .
These results show that CAOR significantly outperforms SimBet and Bubble rap. Compared with SimBet and Bubble rap, CAOR increases the delivery ratio by about 89.5% and 35.8%, and reduces the delivery delay by about 49.6% and 22.7%, respectively. We also list the contrast between the number of communities and nodes in Fig. 8(i) . It shows that the number of communities is far less than the number of nodes. Since the routing decision of CAOR mainly depends on the number of communities, the computational cost and maintenance cost are very low. Moreover, along with the increasing of nodes, the number of communities increases. Due to the increasing network scale, the delivery ratios of these algorithms have a little decreases, and the average delivery delay of CAOR has a little increase. However, the increasing of communities has no effect on the average delivery delays of SimBet and Bubble rap. This is because many message deliveries in both of the algorithms converge at the homes with local high centrality values. The average delivery hops of the two algorithms are about two-hops, which also proves their property of local convergency. In contrast, there is no local convergency in CAOR.
In addition, we also compare the performance of the extended CAOR algorithm, i.e., CAOR ( ) with SimBet and Bubble rap, as show in Fig. 8(a)-(h) . The results show that the performances of CAOR ( ) are very close to CAOR.
Simulations on the Synthetic Trace
The synthetic trace in our simulations is produced by a Timevariant Community Model in [18] . In this model, each node is randomly assigned to several community homes on a plane. Time is equally divided into timeslots. In each timeslot, nodes perform random waypoint trips with a probability of roaming outside and a probability of staying inside (or getting back to) their homes. By choosing different probabilities for each node, a large range of heterogeneous node behaviors can be reproduced. More specifically, we set homes, and let each node be randomly related to homes. The probability of each node visiting a home is set to be a random value in [0.1,0.2]. Note that this community model is a discrete version of our network model described in Section 2, in which the parameter is actually equal to the visiting probability . Thus, the produced trace is consistent with our network model. We execute algorithms CAOR, CAOR ( ), Bubble rap, and SimBet on this synthetic trace, respectively. In the simulations, 10,000 messages are generated by randomly selecting source and destination nodes. The average delivery delay, delivery ratio, and delivery hops are recorded. In simulations on evaluating the delivery ratio, we set , 1600, and 2,000, respectively. The number of community homes is set to be , 15, and 20. The TTLs are set from 10 to 100 timeslots. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 . In simulations on evaluating the average delivery delay and average delivery hops, we let nodes. The number of community homes and TTL are the same as the simulations on the delivery ratio. The results are shown in Fig. 10 .
These results also show that, compared with SimBet and Bubble rap, CAOR has a significantly large delivery ratio and a low average delivery delay, and CAOR ( ) has a performance close to CAOR. Moreover, the average delivery delay of CAOR is nearly irrelative to the number of nodes. This is consistent with our theoretical analysis. In fact, our theoretical analysis shows that message deliveries mainly depend on the number of communities and the nodes in optimal relay sets.
Other nodes will not participate in the message deliveries. As a result, there is only a very small variation with the number of nodes when we fix the number of communities.
RELATED WORK
So far, many traditional DTN routing algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms include flooding-based algorithms (e.g., [8] , [9] ) and probability-based algorithms (e.g., [10] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [19] , [20] ). Among these algorithms, the algorithm [14] adopts the optimal opportunistic routing strategy, based on global contact information. Compared with this algorithm, the CAOR algorithm adopts the homeaware community model and turns the routing problem among mobile nodes into the routing problem among static communities, and therefore, achieves the optimal routing performance only based on community contact information. The maintenance cost of the contact information is far less than the algorithm. This is important because it means that the mobility behaviors of most nodes would not affect the routing performance of the whole network. Moreover, since the network is simplified to be a static network, many previous routing algorithms in static networks, such as wireless sensor networks, can be applied. Social-aware algorithms assume that each node has some social characteristics (such as community, centrality, and similarity, etc.) and then exploits the knowledge to direct the routing decision, so as to improve the delivery ratio. The SimBet [3] algorithm exploits the ego network technique to locally compute the approximate centrality and similarity for each node. It then uses these characteristics to find bridge nodes for the message delivery. The Bubble rap [2] algorithm uses the -clique algorithm to detect a community, ranks each node by calculating their centrality values, and then exploits the rank values of nodes to direct the routing decision. Besides, the algorithm in [5] , a multicasting MSN algorithm, also uses the -clique technique to detect the communities, and defines the cumulative contact probability of each node as its centrality, based on which, it finds the relay for message delivery. The Social-Greedy [21] algorithm calculates the social closeness for each node based on its social profile, and then greedily delivers the messages to the nodes that are socially closer to their destinations. Compared with the CAOR algorithm, these algorithms just exploit the social characteristics of nodes to improve the probability of meeting the destination for each message. However, this is still unpredictable, and thus cannot achieve the optimal result.
The CAOR algorithm is based on the home-aware community model. There are two features: one is that nodes are assumed to frequently meet at some homes and the cases that they occasionally encounter at other places are ignored; another is that the interval for each node's visit to homes follows the exponential distribution. In fact, most of the mobility research [17] , [18] , [22] - [24] has captured the characteristics of skewed location visiting preferences and the periodic reappearance of nodes at the same location from numerous real trace analyses. Moreover, they also point out that the intermeeting time of nodes in the real traces follows the power law distribution. However, Cai et al. [25] has proven that when the area is bounded, the distribution is the exponential distribution; otherwise, if there is no bound, the distribution becomes power law. Therefore, for simplicity, the exponential distribution is still widely adopted, as seen in [5] , [14] . Compared with these mobility models, our model does not remove the homes. Instead, we utilize these homes to relay messages.
In addition, a lot of research also uses some auxiliary nodes to relay messages: research in [15] exploits "throwboxes" to relay messages, and research in [26] uses mobile "message ferries" to relay transfer messages, etc. Compared with our work, "message ferries" are mobile message relays, unlike our static community homes. The "throwbox" is just like our community home; however, their works mainly focus on the capacity and delivery delay of the Epidemic algorithm when adding "throwboxes" into the DTNs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use home-aware communities to find the optimal opportunistic routing among mobile nodes.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we model an MSN into some overlapping homeaware communities, simplify the routing problem among many mobile nodes into the problem among some static communities, and propose the CAOR algorithm to achieve optimal opportunistic routing. Through theoretical analysis, we find out that optimal opportunistic routing only depends on a few nodes in the network. A change in behavior of most nodes would not affect the routing performance. We can thus achieve the optimal routing performance at a very low maintenance cost. Compared with previous social-aware algorithms, the optimal and predictable routing performance is the biggest advantage of the CAOR algorithm. That is:
On the other hand, we have , according to the assumption. Thus, we can get from Eq. (16) . This is a contradiction in that is the optimal relay set to minimize (if there are multiple relay sets to minimize , we always select the one with the smallest set size in this paper). Therefore, the assumption is wrong, and we should have < . Likewise, we can get < by the contradiction method. Assume that < and meanwhile . Then, we construct a new relay set . By computing , we have:
Then, by comparing and in Eq. (13), we have: That is:
< <
On the other hand, we have < according to the assumption. Thus, we can get < from Eq. (19) . This is a contradiction in that is the optimal relay set to minimize . Therefore, the assumption is wrong, and we should have .
C. Proof of Theorem 3 1. Since means , then without loss of generality, we assume and to prove the first property by contradiction. Firstly, we construct a new relay set for the message delivery from to via . Let , and then compare the delay values, and , the delivery delays from to via the new relay set and the optimal relay set . In fact, the two delay values are the expected values of the delays via nodes in the two relay sets. Consider that a node in first visits and is selected as the real relay. Its contributions to and are the same. Thus, we only need to consider the contributions of the remaining nodes in ( ) and to and , respectively. Since is the optimal relay set for the direct delivery from to , we thus have < . That is, the expected delay from to via is even less than the delay via . This is a contradiction in that is the optimal relay set. Therefore, the assumption about is wrong, and we should have . 2. We are still using the contradiction method, and assume that there exists an integer that satisfies ⊈ and . We also construct a new relay set . Based on a similar analysis, as in part 1, we have that is less than . This is a contradiction in that is the optimal relay set. Therefore, the assumption about is wrong, and the theorem is correct.
D. Proof of Corollary 2
At first, we directly prove the second result, which also implies the first result. We consider the optimal opportunistic routing between and via
. 
